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Abstract

Real-time object pose estimation and tracking has been a research topic in vision systems for many
years. Achieving a satisfactory result from the vision system of an object manipulator robot, is
partly dependent on the accurate and real-time results of the pose estimation tasks. The robot
needs to estimate the position of the target object and track it while trying to approach it and grasp
it. To attain a satisfactory result, embedded systems might be a solution to fulfil some of these
needs. In this thesis, through a profound study of the state of the art and a background review of
the latest developed robot from Malardalen university, bottlenecks and problems of the vision system
of this robot are defined and two of the most recent pose estimation and tracking techniques named
SimTrack and OpenCV-PnP are investigated and tested. The goal of this thesis is to maintain the
Kinect version 2 frame per second rate by optimizing the object detection and tracking algorithms
using parallel programming techniques in GPUs(graphics processing unit). Hardware used in this
thesis are a laptop equipped with Intel i7 Haswell quad cores with 2GB of Nvidia GPU with CUDA
accelerating support and Kinect V2 sensor. At the end, results depict that SimTrack method is
faster and more precise but it also costs more from hardware aspect and the OpenCV (A c++
vision framework) method is fast enough but less accurate in estimation part.
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1 Introduction

Real-time pose (position and rotation) estimation and tracking objects through vision systems are
two common techniques used in both robotic and non-robotic applications. The task of detecting
different objects and estimating their positions in cluttered and unknown scenes is a well known
problem in robotics. Achieving a good result for the object pose is contingent upon the good
camera calibration, fast image processing approaches, solving camera blur problem in movement,
light conditions etc.[1]. Recent progresses in parallel programming such as OpenCL and CUDA and
image encoders like TurboJpeg made a notable difference in the performance of these techniques.
Considering a mobile robot which goes around with a heavy laptop in its base and how it could be
designed in a sufficient way with embedded modules, makes it a good topic for investigation. This
master thesis is going to investigate the state of the art of a well-known computer vision technique
called ”Pose estimation and tracking”, with the goal of optimizing it for the latest manipulator
robot developed by Malardalens University, fulfilling timeliness and correctness constraints of the
real-time systems.

1.1 Motivation

Malardalen University with the collaboration of VOLVO CE is looking for designing world’s fastest
go and grasp wheel-manipulator robot called ”Butler”. ”World’s fastest go and grasp” was its
preliminary name and the initial agenda was to execute the grasping task as fast as possible. For
the vision system of this mobile robot, as a student project work, an object detection and tracking
prototype was developed with Kinect version II sensor, running on an Intel NUC i7 Haswell CPU,
by the author of this master thesis. This prototype could achieve the result of 800 milliseconds
for object detection and 200 milliseconds for tracking. There were some issues experienced during
this development. Part of the detection robustness was sacrificed for speed and the CPU load and
memory usage were exorbitant. Another issue was that an arbitrary delay had to be injected to
the publishing rate of the final output from the Kinect driver to make it slower, in order to become
readable for Matlab’s Simulink(Simulink is a toolbox from MathWorks). A part of these issues
was related to the hardware design and another part was due to software implementation. The
goal of pose estimation in this project is finding the position of a target object with its rotation
according to the camera position, such as the robot can pick this object only relying on its position
and rotation. Some pose estimation techniques are designed both for detection and tracking since
the robot will move around and navigate toward the object [2]. Therefore, rotation of the object
had to be added to the existing system. Additionally, all the problems mentioned earlier in our
prototype had to be eliminated or be optimized, otherwise, the current system could not deliver
real-time systems objectives.

1.2 Problem statement

Problems mentioned in the motivation section can be formulated as below:

1. Correctness
Pose estimation techniques are error prone [3], They might fail in object detection or they
might detect the wrong object or face inaccuracy in the object position and translation
estimation. Also, potential possibility of losing the track of the object in motions of the
robot is another issue. How can this be reduced or corrected during run time without real-
time constraints violation? What is the best solution for pose estimation with our system
constraints?

2. Delay
Even if the vision system is fed with 30HZ frame update, still registering and filtering and
other imaging processes could cause considerable delays. Every bridge between the camera
and the image processing software can cause some delays. To be mentioned, Kinect to
ROS(robot operating system) bridge packet processors, is delayed in processing registered
images from the camera frame grabber(explained later in background) due to ROS packet
making complexity. How can we lower this delay or even eliminate it?
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3. Jitter
Jitter is the deviation from true periodicity of a presumed periodic signal. Images are reg-
istered from the camera in arrays of bits or bytes and then serial communication ports like
USBs will transfer this data to a computer to show it on a predefined coordinate system.
This data also needs to be compressed with encoders like TurboJPEG while being registered
to lower the amount memory and CPU usage. Experiment results from Butler’s prototype
development show that compressing the registered images (Packaging) encounters jitters ac-
cording to the environment changes. I.e. the system can not deliver a package compression
two times in a row with the same amount of time consumption.

1.3 Aim of this thesis

This master thesis aims to solve the speed, delay and jitter issues of the vision system in
a robot called ”Butler”, by investigating the bottlenecks of its vision system prototype and
evaluate possible hardware and software solutions to offer a faster and more efficient design.
In more details, this master thesis aims to investigate the ways of maintaining Kinect II
frame per second rate close to vision real time (24 to 30 fps) in such a way that it encounters
fewer delays and jitters while testing state of the art 3D pose estimation methods.
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2 Background

This section explains the background subjects related to this thesis. Section 2.1, is the only
hardware background which is necessary to explain since it has a close relationship to the
main goal of the thesis which is maintaining the frame rate of the Kinect V2. This section
gives a brief explanation about Kinect V2 sensor and its properties. In section 2.2 all the
software details that are used in this thesis are explained. Finally, section 2.3 is the related
works of this thesis which will cover some part of the literature review.

2.1 Vision sensors

According to the requirements of Butler’s robot vision system calculating the robot’s distance
to the object is a prerequisite since the robot is out to reach the object to be able to grasp it.
This distance can be used for path planning of the robot [4] or calculating the 3D position
and rotation of the object in real world [5]. There are different ways to calculate the distance
to an object with vision sensors. Range-finder sensors can estimate the distance to an object
and give a good pose estimation [6]. IR scanners with the combination of a simple camera for
2D feature extraction offer a simple approach to pose estimation [7]. Recent designs in vision
sensors have presented SwissRanger Sr-4000 [8], Microsoft Kinect [9] and Asus Xtion which
are capable of both showing color image and calculate the distance to the object [10]. Stereo
vision sensors are vastly used in the robotic field but they suffer from lack of robustness
in object recognition when object is occluded. Another problem with stereo cameras is the
disparity map rectification which may cause inaccurate distance measurements [11]. There
is few explanations among vision researchers for the process of choosing a vision sensor [12].
In Butler’s vision case, which is a real-time pose estimation and tracking system, knowing
the attributes of the vision sensor such as frame rate is an essential need for the future steps
of its vision software development. In comparison to the high-end vision sensors such as
range finders, Kinect series offer a low-cost and easy use solution. Kinect version I quality
put constraints on its usage but it is faster in delivering the frames. Kinect version II has
a higher quality and a more advanced technology but in the same time is computationally
heavy and slow in frame delivery [13]. Kinect series in both models are categorized as RGBD
sensors with the ability to combine geometry with visual attributes. Kinect version II is based
on Time-of-flight technology which differs from other RGBD sensors like Kinect I, Xtion Pro
and Prime Sense Carmine which are based on structured light technologies. A comparison
between a meteorological laser scanner and Kinect version II indicates that Kinect version II
delivers a higher precision and less noisy output under defined conditions in terms of object
detection and 3D pose estimation [14].

2.2 Software for vision

This part is about vision systems software background. In the first part, sensor grabbers are
explained and second part is dedicated to visual servoing concepts and techniques. Addition-
ally, a short explanation was given for the topics such as augmented reality, PnP problem,
RANSAC algorithm and ROS operating system.

2.2.1 Grabbers

Since the release of Kinect II, different frame grabbers (Drivers) were developed for capturing
both RGB(red,green,blue) and depth(contains pixels distance from the camera in millimeters)
frames. Microsoft Kinect for windows was published as the default driver of the sensor 1.
Open source drivers became available for the users which in their design Microsoft Windows
operating system could not be used or was not preferred to other operating systems. With the
release of Libfreenect2, a Kinect II driver became available for most of the known operating

1https://dev.windows.com/en-us/kinect
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systems like Linux, MAC and Windows 2. The duty of a grabber is to register the sensory
data (Images in vision sensors) in a way that other computers could read and show them as
images. The term grabber or frame grabber itself comes from a larger topic named digital
imaging.

• Digital imaging
Digital imaging or image accusation is the process of generating digital images. There
are different terms defined in this process such as processing, compression, storage and
printing 3. Overall, the importance of this part is that different technologies in imaging
lead to different camera designs. Examples of these different technologies can be named
as processing, compression, storage and printing. Further explanation can be found in
paper [15].

• Frame grabber
Cameras use digital imaging techniques to store the sensory data in a format that frame
grabber can retrieve and use that data. Hence, what here becomes important is how
fast this data can be transformed and how much time it takes to decode this data in its
destination. Several hardware and software technologies with different protocols were
developed to handle frame grabbing. Embedded systems was a solution for designing
real-time processing boards dedicated to frame grabbing. Today these boards are called
image processing boards which can handle both frame grabbing and image processing
algorithms simultaneously. Early frame grabbers were not able to restore a single video
frame due to the lack of memory. Nowadays, with technologies like FPGAs(Field-
programmable gate array) can conduct image storing in real-time with enough memory
to process further image processing algorithms. Today, most of the general purpose
computers can handle frame grabbing facing only small issues in memory capacity and
CPU computational power [16]4.

• Frame processing accelerators
Registering frames that are captured by vision sensors need decoding and encoding.
This is due to the limited transmission bandwidth of vision sensors for transferring the
captured frame from camera lens to sensor’s memory unit. Kinect sensors will deliver
the data in run time in one of these formats:5

(a) RGB
32-bit, linear X8R8G8B8-formatted color bitmaps, in sRGB color space.

(b) YUV
6-bit, gamma-corrected linear UYVY-formatted color bitmaps, where the gamma
correction in YUV space is equivalent to sRGB gamma in RGB space. Because the
YUV stream uses 16 bits per pixel, this format uses less memory to hold bitmap
data and allocates less buffer memory. YUV data is available only at the 640x480
resolution and only at 15 fps.

(c) Bayer
32-bit, linear X8R8G8B8-formatted color bitmaps, in sRGB color space. Bayer
encoding is a very practical encoding format for delivering images from cameras in
run-time. Bayer filter tries to imitate human eyes by adding more green colors than
red and blue to the captured pixels.

With the advent of multicore CPUs(Central processing unit) and GPUs(Graphics processing
unit), parallel computing and programming became a candidate to leverage the potential
power of both CPUs and GPUs. While simple software applications could benefit the in-
creasing cores in CPUs for acceleration, 3D graphics applications exploited many-core GPUs
to profit from transparent scaling of their parallelism using varying numbers of those cores.
A number of tools and frameworks were introduced since the start of parallel computing

2https://github.com/OpenKinect/libfreenect2
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital imaging
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frame grabber
5https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj131027.aspx
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and programming techniques [17] and some of the most popular ones are introduced in the
following.

• OpenCL
OpenCL stands for Open Computing Language. It is a programming standard for
parallel computing on heterogeneous platforms. OpenCl can give the user the access of
numerous computing devices such as multi-core processors, GPUs, field-programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs), digital signal processors (DSPs) and many-core systems. Having
different vendors for supporting OpenCL APIs gives this library a better advantage to
other parallel computing standards such as CUDA. One particular problem of OpenCL
is that it would not provide the user with the timing analysis. Therefore, user has to
implement manually a performance assessing part [18]. The overall look of OpenCL
software architect is demonstrated in Figure 1:

Figure 1: The individual procedures of OpenCL: processing program coding, separating individual
tasks and transferring them to the respective processors. Khronos-Group

6

• OpenGL
OpenGL stands for Open Graphic Library. It is a cross-platform application program-
ming which is basically used to render 2D and 3D images. To achieve a hardware
accelerated rendering, OpenGL API provide an interaction between GPU and CPU
that can provide the user with parallel computing units, especially for heavy graphi-
cal computations. With numerous different APIs, OpenGL is able to provide sufficient
usage of GPUs for accelerating matrix and vector computations. 7 One of the very
powerful APIs of OpenGL is called OpenGL ES, which is only designed for embedded
system devices and platforms for hardware accelerations. Since efficient image process-
ing is a critical aspect for embedded vision devices, OpenGL ES suggests programming
close to hardware with C language [19]. Figure 2 demonstrates OpenGL structure.

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenGL
7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenGL
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Figure 2: OpenGL real-time calculation for a video game on GPU
8

• CUDA
CUDA as a parallel computing API offers general purpose computing on graphic pro-
cessing units. The so-called approach GPGPU(General-purpose computing on graphics
processing units) is a unique way to use the GPUs for graphical computing while CPUs
handle regular tasks of the system. Although CUDA GPU design works normally in
low frequencies and this counts as a drawback, but their many cores capability can
compensate for this flaw. CUDA is designed by NVIDIA and it gives a direct access
to the GPU’s virtual instruction sets and parallel computing elements. CUDA enabled
graphic cards can also benefit from frameworks like OpenCL. CUDA is somehow easier
to develop in comparison to parallel programming APIs such as OpenCL or OpenGL.
Additionally, there is a possibility for software developers to develop their applications
via CUDA accelerator and translate them to OpenCL for other GPUs such as Intel and
AMD. The structure of CUDA is shown in Figure 3. 9

8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenGL
9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CUDA
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Figure 3: CUDA calculation architect
10

• TurboJPEG
LibJPEG is a C library which is broadly used for reading and writing JPEG images.
There is also a LibJPEG Turbo for accelerating the reading and writing JPEG images
based on SIMD architect, which is built on top of LibJPEG. But writing JPEG encoders
in low-level languages like C is complex and time consuming. Therefore, there exists
another high-level language built on top of the LibJPEG Turbo which is called Turbo-
JPEG/OSS that provides a higher level API for writing JPEG encoding accelerators.
In figure 4 a table-benchmark of JPEG encoders is demonstrated.

Figure 4: Comparison of JPEG decoders
11

• VAAPI
Video acceleration API (VAAPI) was distributed under free license open source library.
To offer the developers of programs like VLCMedia player or GStreamer, VAAPI has
given access to the existent accelerators hardware such as CPUs and GPUs. The in-
terface is implemented by device drivers. One of the good aspects of this accelerator

10https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CUDA
11http://www.briancbecker.com/blog/2010/analysisofjpeg-decodingspeeds
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is that it can be used with direct frame-buffer and graphics sub-systems for video out-
put. Also, this accelerator includes drivers for video encoding and decoding for different
image formats. VAAPI video decode/encode interface is a platform and windows sys-
tem independent but is primarily targeted at Direct Rendering Infrastructure (DRI)
in X Window System on Unix-like operating systems (including Linux, FreeBSD, So-
laris) and Android. The other potential usage of VAAPI is the ability to communicate
with the third/party DRM(Direct Rendering Manager) libraries to send any decoding
or encoding part of the application or driver to GPU unit. The architect of VAAPI is
demonstrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: VAAPI accelerator architect
12

2.2.2 Visual servoing

Visual servoing is a vast field therefore impossible to cover the whole idea of it in this thesis,
but it is also impossible to not mention it. It has been used in many different systems like cars’
line tracking systems or mobile navigation systems and almost in all robot manipulators [20].
Inevitably Butler’s system is using visual servoing techniques to command the manipulator’s
hand. Shifting to another model and technique of visual servoing might have different effects
on the testing system performance which is completely dependent on the sensor frame rate.

12https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video Acceleration API/media/File:Vaapi illustration.svg
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Figure 6: Visual servoing loop [20]

In Figure 6, tracking will always update the system with the new object pose and extraction
of its features. This tracking will cause the system to not lose the object with the motions
of the robot. According to the sensory input, a control loop is generated. In the case of this
thesis, the robot will use this information to estimate a path toward the object and move.
Initialization may include low level and high-level image processing like segmentation and
object recognition. Servoing architect will generate the system with different characteristics
that essentially alters its performance. Different techniques in visual servoing are explained
as fallow:

• Image Based Visual Servoing
Directing the robot by 2D image estimation measurements to the desired position by
diminishing the error between the current and goal image features in the image plane,
is called image-based visual servoing. Tasks like tracking and positioning are chiefly
performed with visual servoing models [21].

• Position Based Visual Servoing
This model is being used to retrieve the 3D coordinate system of the world (Cartesian
system). After retrieving Cartesian coordinates, the camera will generate the pose of
the target object with respect to world’s or camera’s coordinate system. The pose
estimation is done via the feature extraction by using an image and/or 3D geometric
information of the target object. Final pose will be demonstrated in 3D pose space.
Hence, the task/error system is defined in 3D scales also [22].

• 2D 1/2 Visual Servoing(Hybrid Visual Servoing)
This model is a combination of image and position based servoing. The error reduction
of the task/error is minimized both in the image and the pose space (2D and 3D).
In this approach translation estimation is demonstrated in Cartesian space (3D) and
translation will be estimated and expressed in the image(2D). 2D 1/2 Visual Servoing
considers the differences of robot’s positions in each loop of control law, while the robot
is moving to the desired place to minimized the pose estimation error. Unlike position
based servoing, it does not need the 3D model of the object and unlike the image based
servoing it can avoid some stability problems in the whole model [23].

2.2.3 Pose estimation

Pose estimation has been investigated since the start of computer vision. Many applications
and robot tasks like grasping, manipulation and 3D object recognition are bound to real
world positions of the objects and the robots themselves [24]. A well definition of pose esti-
mation is mentioned by Grimson [25]:
“By pose we mean the transformation needed to map an object model from its inherent
coordinate system into agreement with the sensory data”

11
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Pose estimation algorithms for mobile robots usually consist of two parts. First part is ded-
icated to object detection or recognition and the second part is tracking it.

• Object recognition

In vision systems, object recognition is the process of finding and identifying objects in
an image or a video footage. With human eyes, this task takes almost no time to be
accomplished. It does not matter if it is in different angles, scales, rotation or trans-
lation or even partially occluded, still human eye can recognize them really fast. But
bilding a system that could work close to human eyes is still a big problem for vision
systems and researchers are still investigating the different approaches for delivering
better results. The object which is needed to be detected needs to have enough fea-
tures to be determined among other objects in the scene. Also, preferably this object
should not contain redundant or useless features because it may cause the system prob-
able overheads. Additionally, it would be better if these features are invariant to the
changes of the environment elements like angle illuminations or background lights and
changes. These features can be varied according to the essence of the target object.
Features that are mostly used can be points, blobs, intensity, shape, corners, gradient
and the color of the object [26]. One big problem of object recognition is the heavy
calculations that happens in processing the color frames. Thus, without segmenting the
object after the first grabbed scene from the camera, every single calculations will push
a heavy computational load on the system. For example, if it is meant to run some
template matching algorithm to find an object in a video sequence, instead of analyzing
the whole frame and all the pixels in it, analyzing the region that the object could
exist there would be enough for detecting it. After this first detection, object can be
segmented from its background to facilitate the detection process for upcoming frames
[27]. There are different approaches and algorithms available for object detection tasks
such as SIFT(Scale-invariant feature transform), SURF(Speeded up robust features),
ORB(Oriented BRIEF) etc.

• Object tracking

Object tracking or regarding to pose estimation, pose tracking, is based on refining the
estimated pose which was retrieved from the last time step, considering results in pose
estimation of the current time step. This tracking exposes the 3D wireframe of the
object into the image to observe the detected edges of it [28]. In order to diminish the
sensitivity of the tracking system to background clutter and noise, some investigations
offered taking advantage of texture information of the object [29]. To be mentioned,
optical flow [30, 31] and particle filtering [32] are some of these techniques. Another
sets of investigations were focused on level-set methods to maximize the differences
between non-moving foregrounds and the appearance of the model in background [33].
The combination of both edge-base and region-base techniques is also a new proposed
technique [34]. The most recent techniques of pose tracking use RGB-D camera depth
information, such as in paper [35] particle filtering is using depth but only for evaluating
the particle hypotheses. One of the tracking methods that actually uses the RGB-D
depth data for pose tracking is ICP(Iterative closest point) which is presented in this
paper [36] and it has also been tested in this thesis.

2.2.4 Augmented reality (AR)

Augmented reality is a way of exploring the 3D world and data in such that virtual 3D objects
are brought to the place we live [37]. It has endless usages such as real-world navigation,
advertising, military, art, games etc 13. One of the features that was introduced with AR
was AR flow. This method was a great help for image processing experts who were suffering
from occlusions in cluttered scenes. With the use of optical flow and AR, an object could be
even detected in occluded scenes such that the tracker would not lose the object track [38].

13https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augmented reality
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2.2.5 PnP(Perspective-n-Point) problem

PnP problem is an old problem in computer vision and photogrammetry. This technique is
mostly used for pose estimation based on points. Given a set of control points (Also defined
as 3D reference points) demonstrated in object coordinate frames, a 2D correspondence
explained in image plane can be achieved. Based on the number of the points, PnP problem
can be solved both linear and non-linearly. 6 and higher points can be resolved as linear least
square with mostly a single solution. In contradiction, with less than 6 points, PnP problem
can be only solved with non-linear equations which mostly leads to different solutions [39].

2.2.6 RANSAC

The Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm proposed by Fischler and Bolles [40]
, was implemented to handle large amount of outliers (observation point that is distant from
other observations) when estimating general parameters. RANSAC in contradiction to other
robust estimation techniques such as M-Estimator or Least-Median, is developed within the
computer vision community [41]. In this thesis, RANSAC is used to diminish the number of
bad detections (outliers) from the pose estimation method that are tracked by Kalman filter
in order to achieve smoother tracking.

2.2.7 ROS

Robot Operating System (ROS), is a collection of frameworks that is meant to use for robot
software design and developments. Ros in not an operating system in the classical manners
of control processing and scheduling. Ros is a communication layer which stands above the
host operating system of a heterogeneous compute cluster. Generating working codes for
robots is not trivial. Especially when the robot system contains more than hundred modules
and even more, then the amount of required code can be terrifying. More important, these
different modules need different engineers and different designs for generating a sufficient code
for them. Integrating these codes and designs which are written and provided by different
people with different mind setting, is a big problem [42]. To manage these complexities
many researchers provided and offered different frameworks and software [43]. One of theses
frameworks is ROS. Software development in ROS can be divided into three categories:14

• Language-and platform-independent tools used for building and distributing ROS-based
software

• ROS client library implementations such as roscpp, rospy, and roslisp

• Packages containing application-related code which uses one or more ROS client libraries

2.3 Related work

In paper [44] authors offer a multi-stage and HOG(histogram of oriented gradients)-based
pose estimation. This approach uses the mulit-class and bi-class SVM(Support vector ma-
chine) classifiers. The authors claim that their method is efficient for the objects which their
visual features are not enough for the SIFT(scale-invariant feature transform)-base detections.
An example of these objects is dust-bin and remote controllers. Although this approach is
faster than SIFT-base detection, results show that it is more computational heavy. The
authors of paper [45], present real-time segmentation of a point cloud with multiple objects
with different shapes. According to this paper, no information about the surface of the plane
that is holding the objects is needed to segment the objects from the plane. This method
has reached 15 FPS rate in 6d(degree of freedom) using VGA(Video Graphics Array)-RGBD
images. The accuracy has reached a 92 percent of success in pose detection rate. This ap-
proach is based on the ORB(oriented FAST(features from accelerated segment test)) and

14https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robot Operating System
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Rotated BRIEF(Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features) technique. Paper [46],
describes a new algorithm in AR(augmented reality) which can track an object with the
LKT(Lucas-Kanade Tracker) using Shi-Tomasi corner detector to extract object features.
In order to reconstruct a 3D shape of the object, instead of using IR cameras with heavy
computational processes to gain depth data, authors tried a faster method called plane to
plane projective homography. The results shows that they could achieve the total 9.26 MS
per frame computational time for AR scene. This method is fast and efficient enough that
it could be tested on embedded devices such as mobile phones. Cipolla and Drumond [28],
used M-Estimator with iterative re-weighted least squares which increased the robustness of
the detection. Additionally, BSP(Binary Space Partition) helped them to perform concealed
line removing. Changhyun and Christensen in [47] proposed a hybrid approach for 3D ob-
ject recognition and tracking in real-time. Global Pose Estimation(GPE) and a Local Pose
Estimation(LPE) is used to estimate motions between each frame by the help of keypoint fea-
tures. GPE uses SURF(Speeded up robust features) for extracting object keypoints and then
edge-base tracking is used in the LPE part. This approach is able to handle complex objects
with complex CAD(Computer-aided drafting) meshes and the tracking will automatically
re-initialized if there would be a possibility of losing the object. The overall result indicates
that they could reach the average frame rate of 25 Hertz in pose estimation. Iryna Gordon
and David G. Lowe [48] could super-impose an object 3D model into a video sequence with
using local image features. The system includes two offline and online parts. Offline part is
used to recover the structure of the metric scene and camera parameters by taking advantage
of different images of the object from different angles. The online part performs camera pose
estimation according to the object and registering the object using the data that was gained
in offline mode. Their important achievement was the reduction of the jitter which occurs
in registering the image into the scene during the frame updates. By conducting related
work two main techniques were considered as the final candidates of system design. First,
(a)PnP(Perspective-n-Point)-RANSAC(Random sample consensus) and second (b)AR fellow
combined with PnP-RANSAC(SimTrack).

(a) PnP with RANSAC or Kalman filter
The authors of [49] propose a non-iterative solution to the PnP problem which is called
EPnP(Efficient PnP). The main idea of this paper is to handle n 3D points as the
weighted sum of four virtual control points. This is proven to have a linear complexity
growth with n which is the number of the points. It is a non-iterative implementa-
tion of PnP problem which its computational complexity develops linear with n. Each
image taken from the camera can approximately generate 200 correspondences which
they are used for initial object detection phase. Faulty ones are denied using RANSAC
algorithm. This method is claimed to be much faster in comparison to the state of the
art O(n5) or O(n8) approaches which are not even more accurate. The algorithm can
handle n ≥ 4 both for planar and non-planar configurations. Paper [50] has offered a
Direct Least-Squares(DLS) method to solve the PnP problem of estimating the pose
of the camera for all the cases which n ≥ 3. Pose estimation is calculated analytically
by non-linear least-squares(LS) cost function minima, excluding any initial guest from
camera parameters. A reformulation of geometric constraints has lead this paper to an
optimally LS condition that a three third-order polynomials function could be generated
which multiplication matrix will solve it efficiently. Since the polynomial system that
is solved by this method is independent of the number of the measurements, DLS is
the most accurate noise free method in the state of the art PnP problem solvers such
as EPnP and also the performance is close to MLE (Maximum-Likelihood Estimator)
which in this paper is claimed to be one of the fastest existing methods. The authors of
paper [51] present a newly method called PPnP which can efficiently estimate the cam-
era pose with noisy correspondences with high sets of outliers. This algorithm is based
on BlindPnPC(BlindPnP with correspondences) which exclude RANSAC for emitting
correspondences outliers. The probability distribution is used in both algorithms addi-
tionally with correspondences to take care of object correspondences with high outliers.
In this paper, they prove that with the growth of outliers in correspondences, RANSAC
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algorithm fails to eliminate the faulty results. Pose prior technique has made PnP re-
sults dependent on correspondences’ outlier ratio. For the initial estimation of the pose
and tracking it, Kalman filter has been added to this method.

(b) Optical flow with AR and PnP problem In paper [30], a novel approach has been in-
troduced for low-level image processing. For computation of phase-based complex real-
time architects such as optical flow(OP) and stereo and local image features(Energy,
orientation, and phase), two different hardware architects were used. FPGAs(Field-
Programmable Gate Array) and GPU(Graphics Processing Unit) are the tested cases.
On the basis of Gabor wavelet decomposition, both extracts dens OP, dense stereo, and
local image features. A great amount of parallelism has been done in both of their
software architects to achieve real-time performances such that it could be possible to
compare them to each other. Based on this research, authors concluded that although it
is thought that FPGAs are the fastest embedded architect, still newer GPUs provide a
faster approach when it comes to external and random accesses(but with 2D locality) to
memory which is very important in low-level image processing according to this paper.
For the six-degrees-of-freedom (6DOF) pose estimation of a rigid object with arbitrary
shape, the authors of [52] offer a novel approach for extracting the dense motions and
stereo cues. For the motion cues, optical flow, and AR flow were used to handle different
orientations of the object feeding back from object’s model cues and keypoints features.
Incorporating differential rigid motion constraints into the iterative closest point(ICP)
will lead to the decrease of the pose error. RANSAC-based monocular perspective-n-
point pose estimator will efficiently extract the features based on a 2D-3D model of the
object using SIFT(Scale-invariant feature transform) features. All of these processes
are accelerated with GPU and it is derived from this paper that the results are much
faster than any the state of the art approaches such as The Blocks World Robotic Vision
Toolbox (BLORT) method. The system could reach 60 Hertz in frame per seconds in
pose estimation and tracking of a single object with a stereo camera and 30 Hertz with
3 RGB-D cameras and 40 objects in full HD(1920x1080) mode.

For a more plain evaluation of this section, a table has been provided to evaluate the state of
the art algorithms mentioned in the related work study. Figure 7 depicts that amongst all the
studied algorithms, SimTrack and PnP methods(EPnP and DLS) are the most appropriate
methods regarding our criteria in choosing pose estimation algorithms that are reviewed in
the method and design section. It should be mentioned that other methods such as ”Pose
tracking for AR” method which has a good FPS rate, lacks enough information about its
pose estimation success rate, hence, makes it risky to use it for the system design.

Figure 7: A comparison between state of the art pose estimation algorithms
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3 Method and design choices

In this section, we present the main idea and design of this master thesis. Section ?? explains
the research method of this thesis and section 3.1 explains the design of the algorithms
which they were used in this investigation. Inevitably some parts from this section are
overlapped with the background section. Additionally, some parts that were not introduced
in a background section are covered in this section. In Figure 8, the arrows between each
transition show the relation between each phase. The phases depicted in this thesis for
research method are problem formulation, literature review, design, testing and results.

Figure 8: Research method

• Problem formulation: Since the prototype was already designed and tested, problem
formulation prevailed the literature review. I.e. according to the latest design of the
robot’s vision system, problems and flaws of it were already defined and a new task was
set for solving those problems which they were explained in the motivation and problem
formulation section. The main part of the problem formulation was formulated based
on the prototype design which is depicted in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Butler’s software diagram, prototype design

• Literature review: Regarding the problem formulation, a deep literature review of the
current state of the art was conducted considering hardware and software acceleration
in image processing and also new techniques in 3D pose estimation. The research goal
of this literature review was to find a clear solution that could combine hardware and
software acceleration with new 3D pose estimation techniques. The main part of the
literature review was conducted in the related work section.

• Design: Algorithms and techniques which they were suitable for this thesis were ex-
plained and to some extend were theoretically assessed in this section. The main idea
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of the design is derived from the related work results. If the tested method was not
efficient enough or had some flaws in the results, another algorithm will be chosen from
the related work review. Different algorithms are assessed regarding factors such as
performance(Kinect FPS), computation load on hardware such as CPU or GPU and
memory, pose detection rate and camera resolution.

• Testing and results: In one section with two different categories, testing and results
were depicted. In testing part, system setup and implementation needs were explained
and in results part algorithms were tested and the numerical graphs of the final tests
were depicted and assessed. The goal of this section is to assess the final results of the
implemented method to analyze its flaws and problems for having enough reasons to
test a new method and also those results may lead us to a new design for future works.

3.1 Design

This section includes main techniques and algorithms which they were used to achieve 3D
pose estimation. In the beginning, main tools for imaging (Capturing the frames from a
camera) were explained according to the hardware used in this investigation. A part of
this section is assigned to explain why MATLAB combined with Kinect ROS bridge was
not a good choice as the main prototype design and the other parts explain the subsequent
techniques and choices for covering this problem. The main contributions of this section is
to cover some theoretical aspects of the two main algorithms, which have been tested in this
thesis.

3.1.1 Kinect to grabber

It is proven and tested that Kinect V2 has at least 20ms latency for delivering the sensory
data to the grabber [53]. Some has experienced more latency, calculated up to 80ms which
is dependent on the system that is showing the results 15. There is no evidence about the
cause of this kind of delays since companies hide the details of the hardware and software
design. But probably this delay comes from Time Of Flight(TOF) design issues in Kinect’s
hardware. It is known that Kinect II can internally capture raw frames of IR closely to
300HZ. Then, clustering the frequencies sent by the emitter and inferring the depth data will
probably lead to 30HZ frame per second [54]. But this is only related to IR frames and RGB
frames are another issue. According to this paper [53], this 20ms latency is considered in this
thesis as the inevitable delay. As it was said earlier, because of our lack of information about
this part, it is not possible to reduce this latency or offer other solutions. There might be
other sensors which may offer better capturing of bursting frames, but as it was discussed in
sensors background, Kinect V2 was chosen as the sensor due to its low price and good frame
capturing quality. This latency might also go up to 80ms dependent to different environment
situations [53].

3.1.2 Grabber to bridge

There are different libraries for grabbing Kinect V2 frames. Investigating all of them can take
a while. As it was explained in the grabber section in the background, Libfreenect2 grabber
is used for ROS and Linux platforms and Microsoft SDK is used for windows platform.
Major comprehension of camera calibration and 3D geometry for further image processing is
required in order to take advantage of both Linux and Microsoft platforms.

15https://www.reddit.com/r/oculus/comments/2au31o/kinect2 latency is 6080ms video included
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Figure 10: Butler’s Libfreenect2 frame grabber

Figure 10, shows some specifications of Kinect V2 open source grabber called Libfreenect2.
Generally, Microsoft Kinect has its own driver which it is called Kinect for windows. It
is possible to use windows Kinect’s software development kit to run the sensor and use its
features functions. In spite of all benefits that Microsoft driver has for Kinect V2, it would
not support other operating systems such as Linux and MAC. Hence, an open community
named OpenKinect started to focus on developing a library named Libfreenect2. This library
is a cross-platform software which can transfer RGB and IR and Depth to any device and also
register RGB and Depth images. Figure 11 shows the performance of Libfreenect2 running
with different systems settings.
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Figure 11: Libfreenect2 cross-platform performance test on different system settings

This performance evaluation is evaluated without using the viewer of the test program named
Protonect. Additionally, for further image processing a viewer is needed so the performance
of the vision system can be assessed. Therefore, Protonect was set to run with the Intel NUC
i7 using depth packet pipelining options which were CPU, OpenCL, and OpenGL. Results
of Protonect’s performance test proved that some parts of this grabber need to be altered to
be used in the final system design. Processing depth packets from Kinect takes an average
of 10 MS(Milliseconds) which is around 95HZ. This time is 15ms (Around 65HZ) in average
for Vaapi driver to process RGB packages. CPU usage is 7 percent total which is acceptable.
Total CPU usage is 31 percent which 23 percent of it is consumed by the viewer. This is
because of registering process of Depth and RGB together. Two other performance tests of
Protonect with CPU and OpenCL are illustrated in Figures 12 and 13.
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Figure 12: Protonect with OpenCL

Figure 13: Protonect with CPU

Protonect with OpenCL works better combining it with VAAPI RGB packet processor. It
enhances the average processing time of VAAPI to 12MS from 15MS. But the CPU and
memory usage stays the same. In Figure 13, Protonect is running depth packet processor
with CPU which it fails and misses most of the packets. Also, the CPU usage increases from
31 percent to 36 and memory usage increases only one unit from 7 to 8 percent. Thus, by the
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experimental results the system shall run with OpenCL due to better results with VAAPI
RGB processor. Figure 14 depicts Protoect numerical results working with different color
and depth packet accelerators.

Figure 14: This table depicts Protonect different packet accelerators and their numerical results

3.1.3 Bridge

Recently ROS(Robot operating system) usage as the communication layer for different parts
of the robot has become popular in the robotic industry. This shifting to ROS was due to the
great amount of support and toolboxes and free open source packages and applications that
it could provide for developing robot software. Also, different parts of the system were easily
integrated into one robot operating system named ROS which could communicate with each
other without any problem [55]. Thiemo Wiedemeyer16, successfully made a software bridge
between Libfreenect2 grabber and ROS for Linux and Windows platforms. This bridge is
called IAI-Kinect2 17.

3.1.4 IAI-Kinect2

IAI-Kinect2 is using the Libfreenect2 library to get frames of Kinect V2 and package them
as ROS packages. The importance of this framework is that frames will be published on a
host(ROS core), which will make a third-party software to access these frames easily without
any problem. This framework of ROS contains different toolkits which some of them are
introduced as fallow:

(a) Calibration
IAI-Kinect calibration is used to calculate the intrinsic and extrinsic of the Kinect sensor.
Also, this toolkit helped with the rotation and translation matrices while calculating
the pose estimation of the target object. The important part of this calibration tool is
the process of rectifying IR frames with color frames. For finding the distance of the
target object which is detected in the color frame, it is demanded to have the depth
frame mapped on RGB frame which this technique is called image rectifying. Although
IAI-Kinect2 calibration tool was working well enough, calibrating the Kinect V2 in the
perfect way was not possible. This was due to lack of computing power on our Intel

16https://ai.unibremen.de/team/thiemo wiedemeyer
17https://github.com/codeiai/iai kinect2
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NUC system while the system was trying to rectify the depth map to RGB map. Kinect
V2 has the Full-HD(high definition) color frame, so the depth map should be rectified
from 524*486 coordinate to 1920*1080 frame coordinates.

(b) Kinect bridge A medium between ROS and Libfreenect2. Kinect bridge can publish the
sensory data from Kinect, in different formats. Some of them are sorted as: HD topics:
These topics have 1920*1080 resolution.

• kinect2/hd/camera info
kinect2/hd/image color
kinect2/hd/image color rect
kinect2/hd/image depth rect
kinect2/hd/image mono
kinect2/hd/image mono rect
kinect2/hd/points

Quarter to HD: These topics have 960*540 resolution.

• kinect2/qhd/camera info
kinect2/qhd/image color
kinect2/qhd/image color rect
kinect2/qhd/image depth rect
kinect2/qhd/image mono
kinect2/qhd/image mono rect
kinect2/qhd/points

IR/Depth Topics: Are the raw IR and depth images from the sensor (512x424).

• kinect2/sd/camera info
kinect2/sd/image color
kinect2/sd/image color rect
kinect2/sd/image depth rect
kinect2/sd/image mono
kinect2/sd/image mono rect
kinect2/sd/points

Camera info topics are about the camera’s intrinsics according to the frame resolution.
The word ’rest’ at the end of some topics means rectified image which is designed
for finding the distance to the detected object in 2D color frame. ’Points’ topics are
the ones that can be used to publish the point cloud of the Kinect. Point topics are
used for third-party applications like R-VIZ or Gazebo. IAI-Kinect is an open source
application using Libfreenect2 driver which both are still improving and adding more
options to their API(Application programming interface)s. Figure 15, compares the key
features between IAI-Kinect from ROS and Microsoft SDK 18.

Figure 15: IAI-Kinect key features compared to Microsoft’s SDK

IAI-Kinect has been tested on different platforms. Figure 16 shows one of the system
configuration which it was tested on [56].

18[56]
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Figure 16: Tested system properties

Figure 17 demonstrates the GPU and the CPU load while using IAI-Kinect2 [56] with
the system properties that was indicated in Figure 16.

Figure 17: GPU and CPU load analyze running IAI-Kinect2

3.1.5 Bridge to MATLAB’s image processing toolbox

The main prototype of Butler’s vision software works with 2D 1/2 Visual Servoing ap-
proach(Hybrid Visual Servoing, explained in the background) which is a non-3D model
approach. Thus, no 3D model of the target object was used for detection and tracking.
The first and main objective of this prototype was to find the object and start to track it
steadily so we could find the pose of the camera according to the different positions and
rotations of the object. The whole software of this robot was meant to work with MATLAB
and Simulink. Thus, for a better integration MATLAB was chosen for the image processing
framework. ROS packages will send Kinect v2 RGB and depth frames to MATLAB and
MATLAB will receive those frames via its ROS bridge and then will conduct some image
processing tasks on them for object detection and object tracking. Figure 18 shows how the
design of the software works.
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Figure 18: Vision flow chart of Butler robot
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This algorithm worked efficiently but not sufficiently. Good results were not achieved due
to the reason that the whole algorithm took 700ms (1.42 HZ) to detect the object and
200ms(5HZ) to track the object. Considering the jitters and delays from Libfreenect2 driver
and ROS bridge and Kinect in delivering the frames, the whole algorithm would respond in
800ms for the first detection which was far from our frame rate goal(Around 30HZ). There
are different issues with using MATLAB as an image processing software. MATLAB is slow.
although MATLAB’s vision toolbox is much easier to work with than OpenCV, still OpenCV
is preferred due to its much faster speed in calculations. It is proven that OpenCV is faster
than MATLAB in some algorithms from 4 to 30 times and in the case of Erosion algorithms
up to 100 times. Garbage collecting and the memory leak is not a problem in MATLAB but
in OpenCV due to C++ syntax, it is important to be taken care of. MATLAB has a simpler
but less powerful multi-threading tool named POSIX. Doing the same thing in OpenCV is
only possible through usage of OpenCL or OpenMP or CUDA, which are not easy to develop
with [57]. Figure 19 and 20 show the differences in CPU utilization and computation speed
between MATLAB and OpenCV running some algorithms.

Figure 19: Sobel derivative operator and erosion comparison between MATLAB and OpenCV[57]
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Figure 20: CPU time consumption in Matlab and OpenCV and Canny edge algorithm computation
time[57]

With the lack of MATLAB high-performance rate and the inability of fulfilling real-time
vision system constraints such as timeliness and delay reduction (According to Butler’s pro-
totype performance results), an investigation was conducted to find out if there exists more
efficient and faster object detection and tracking algorithms. Eliminating Matlab and bridge
and going back to OpenCV and using Windows platform, was the final solution. Thus,
OpenCV available functions and methods were investigated and through the literature re-
view it was decided to test a method of pose estimation called PnP-RANSAC method.

3.1.6 OpenCV without bridge, method 1

In the method section, in grabbers to bridge part(3.1.2), another alternative was introduced
alongside Libfreenect2(Linux) for grabbing Kinect V2 frames which was Microsoft windows
grabber. Through the tests that have already been done via Butler’s vision prototype, using
MATLAB with ROS bridge was computationally heavy. Also, most of the resources like
memory and CPU were only dedicated to MATLAB and ROS which made it difficult to run
other software modules of the robot on the same computer. Therefore, it was decided to
eliminate the IAI-Kinect bridge. By eliminating ROS bridge the whole delay and jitter of
Libfreenect2 and IAI-Kinect2 could be cut off and frames could be grabbed directly from
OpenCV and Kinect windows libraries in 30HZ frame per second to test PnP method. PnP
methods try to estimate the pose from 3D word points and their representative points in
2D image projection. 3D to 2D point pose estimation needs certain points both in the 3D
world and 2D image frame and five camera calibration parameters which are focal length,
principal point, aspect ratio and skew to generate a 6 degree of freedom pose estimation.
With at least 6 correspondences, this pose estimation can be achieved using the direct linear
transform(DLT) algorithm which has many different versions and optimizations [58]. Figure
21 can demonstrate how this theory works for 3 corresponding points:
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Figure 21: Perspective n point problem
19

If a set of 3D points in world reference frame is Pi, then their perspective points in 2D image
frame could be Ui. A set of correspondences among these points can deliver us camera’s pose
(R,T) and W, worlds pose coordinates, and the f, the focal length of the camera. OpenCV
offers a formula which can retrieve (R,t) and have this two parameters, 3D points can be
projected to 2D plane by the usage of the formula below [59]:

uv
1

 =

fx 0 cx
0 fy cy
0 0 1

r11 r12 r13 t1
r21 r22 r23 t2
r31 r32 r33 t3



X
Y
Z
1

 (1)

Where:

(a) (X,Y,Z) shows the coordinates of a 3D point in coordinates of world space.

(b) (u,v) projection points in pixels.

(c) The third matrix is the camera matrix or it is also called intrinsic of the camera.

(d) (cx,cy) is usually have the width and half of the height of the camera frame, which
usually shows the center point.

(e) fx and fy are the focal lengths of the camera expressed in pixels units.

• Model registration and YAML extraction
To get the 3D coordinates in world’s coordinate space XYZ, at first it is needed to
register the Kinect image with a 3D model of it. This is only because of the later
usage of Moller Trumbore intersection algorithm. Feature extractors and descriptors
like ORB(Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF) are used to extract the features from
the 2D image of our object combining it with the Moller Trumbore algorithm and the
3D coordinates of the object which are taken from 3D mesh model to calculate the 3D
coordinates of those features. All the 3D coordinates of the features and the descriptor
arrays are restored in a YAML file so could be read later via other functions which need
those data. YAML files are well-structured format for object modeling since they are
better and faster and also easier to read and write [60].

• ORB features and extractors of the scene
Any object recognition algorithm consists of threefold stages. First, feature detection
and second finding descriptor and last matching descriptors [27]. Considering object

19http://slideplayer.com/slide/4546590 slide number 7
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transformation and rotation is vital When choosing an algorithm for pose estimation
since if the camera changes its position same attributes of the object such as rotation
and translation in the 2d image would change also. Among presented algorithms in
image processing, SURF(Speeded Up Robust Features) is one of the best scale invariant
algorithms. SIFT lacks this ability but it can detect more features than SURF. There
is another problem with SIFT also and that is its heavy computational processing [61].
In this method, it is needed a high amount of feature extraction to make RANSAC
algorithm iterate less. OpenCV 3.0, offers ORB that uses SIFT as the feature extractor
and BRIEF descriptor to make it invariant to the orientation while it stays robust
enough [62]. Hence, while Kinect is feeding the scene with new frames, the algorithm
can read the stored data from the descriptors extracted from the object image to find
the matching points with the object in Kinect scene.

• Matching phase
Matching algorithms are varied due to their usage in image processing. The two popular
used ones in OpenCV, which are easy to implement, are BruteForce and FLANNBassed
matching. Both perform well, but FLANNBassed matching is more robust and faster
in terms of features throughput. Brute force does an exhausting search through all
the features. By increasing the features, Brute gets slow but FLANN stays invariant
to this increment [63]. FLANN(Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors) uses
LSH(Locality-Sensitive Hashing) as the search engine. LSH like other search algorithms
finds the nearest neighbor to the point K in any database. The different with LSH is
that it tries to cluster the data base more randomly than searching each member of
it one by one. This is called random search which is based on hashing a lot a single
member so that many points are generated hence the potentiality of the collision of
two nearest neighbors that are similar reaches a higher number. LSH parameters can
be assigned manually according to your application. But we prefered to set the default
parameters. Also, LSH seems to be easier to use since ORB have binary descriptors [64].
FLANN matching will generate mostly the random matches between the descriptors of
the model and the scene. But filters could be assigned to good matches also. K-NN,
Ratio and symmetry tests are three of those filters. When the matcher is set , two
different functions can be called. First, the function that calls the matcher which is
FLANN and it will use K-NN(K-nearest neighbors algorithm) to find the two nearest
neighbors between the 3D model and the scene. It will also assign two ratio tests and one
symmetric test. Second, is the function that assigns a ratio test. The first function would
be more robust since it would set aside the good matches which have a distance more
than the set ratio threshold. Also, symmetric test will make non-symmetric matches
divided from good matches. But the second function would be much faster since there
would be only one ration filter. 2D and 3D correspondences ought to be eliminated from
the found points in the scene and from the 3D model using the obtained Dmtach(A class
in OpenCV for matching key-point descriptors) vector for the final step of matching.

• PnP problem
With 2D and 3D coordinates found in the scene, now it is possible to use PnP functions
in OpenCV to estimate the camera pose. There are two different functions designed for
this problem in OpenCV. First cv::solvePnP and second cv::solvePnPRansac. The ran-
dom sample consensus(RANSAC) is the non-deterministic iterative method which can
estimate the desired mathematical model by using the smallest set of data. After each
iteration, RANSAC will not determine if the set of chosen points are correctly chosen
or not, but it will only assess them with the parameters that we set for the model. That
is the meaning of it being non-deterministic. So, each iteration will assess the points
with the model thresholds until the good points are reached to a certain number(Inliers)
and bad points are eliminated(Outliers) [41]. This threshold is actually the difference
between the input threshold from a user and the calculated distance between projected
points. A number of iterations make the algorithm eliminate more outliers but it would
not make it more robust necessarily. More iterations can also lead to slower result
publishing. RANSAC has also two other parameters which can be tuned by a user in
OpenCV. First, the re-projection error which increasing it leads to a faster algorithm
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but less accurate results. Second, the confidence parameter which lowering it lowers
the computational time but lowers the accuracy of the results in the same time. PnP
method, as it was explained in the beginning of this method and also in the background,
needs enough information about the camera. Calibration matrix, the rotation matrix,
the translation matrix and the rotation-translation matrix are the necessary data for
pose estimation. These data are normally obtained from IAI-Kinect bridge calibration
tool. OpenCV has included four different PnP methods called, EPNP, P3P and DLS
and ITERATIVE. Below is a discussion about two of them that were used in our design
and testing:

(a) EPnP, Non-iterative but linear[49]
Here n is the number of reference points. EPNP assumes that each of these ref-
erences points can be phrased as the weighted sum of four virtual control points.
Hence, the coordinates of these four points are the unknown of the perspective-n-
Point problem. The algorithm assigns weight for each point in the way that weight
of each reference point for corresponding worlds points, pwi and image points pci ,
are weighted sums of four control points named respectively cwi and cci . Then each
weight is normalized according to the reference point with these steps:

pwi =

4∑
j=1

αijc
w
j

pci =

4∑
j=1

αijc
c
j

4∑
j=1

αij = 1

(2)

From equations above the derivation of reference points are calculated as:

sip
c
i = K

4∑
j=1

αijc
c
i (3)

In equation above, K is the camera intrinsic. Similar image control points are
showed as an array: cci =

[
xcj y

c
j z

c
j

]
T Reshaping image references point equations

generates these two equations which Wi projective parameter would be eliminated:

4∑
j=1

αijfxx
c
j + αij (u0 − ui)zcj = 0

4∑
j=1

αijfyy
c
j + αij(v0 − vi)zcj = 0

(4)

If we concatenate the two formulas in equation above for all n reference points, we

can generate the equation of Mx = 0 where x =
[
cc

T

1 cc
T

2 cc
T

3 cc
T

4

]
T . Control

points are resolved with null space of M which are demonstrated as:

x =

N∑
i=1

βivi (5)

N is the number of null singular values in M and vis are the right singular vector
of M.N and can have the values of 1 to 4. Obtaining the initial coefficients Bi,
the Gauss-Newton is taken in hand to recalculate them. Finally, the matrices R
and T that lower the re-projection error to its minimal possible value for world
corresponding points pwi and their respective image points pci , are calculated.
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(b) DLS, Non-linear
Direct Least-Squares (DLS), is a complex analytic geometry combined with al-
gebra non-linear least square functions which tends to find the relations between
worlds points and camera pose. In this method, a three-order polynomial system
is generated by the help of camera parameters and worlds points as already known
parameters. Additionally, a multiplication matrix is formed to solve the unknown
of the system, thereby, unknown parameters of the system are resolved analytically
without any iterations and initial guesses. This method is scalable in the order of
the polynomial function and it is not linear to the number of points. Hereby, least
square is used to minimize the sum of the squares’ errors of every single equation
result. The backbone of this method is regression analysis which is meant to fig-
ure out the relationship between known and unknown variables of a mathematical
system. Overall, regression is helpful to predict the behavior of a dependent vari-
able according to the varies of an or more independent variables to calculate the
cost function. Cost functions chiefly are used for analytical calculation to predict
some economic rise and fall. One use of it is to calculate the least square regres-
sion function for multiple solutions which ordinary least square functions can only
converge to one solution and that solution is not necessarily the best one. The
closest performance of DLS, it is said to be Maximum-Likelihood Estimator(MLE).
This method is usable in all cases such as n ≥ 3. Noise capability calculations and
no need for the initial guess of the camera pose plus its non-iterative mode and
co-planar point calculations are considerable attributes that make this method one
of the best non-linear PnP problem resolvers. Spherical camera mode can describe
the relationship between the world’s and scene’s points as below:

zi = S
ri+ηi(6)

Sri =S
c GC

Gri +s pG (7)

zi shows the unit-vector direction measurements, sri is from the sensor frame S
towards point i and it is assumed to be corrupted by the noise ηi. Frame coordinates
are known as sri and other known variables are translation matrix which is shown
as SGC and rotation matrix as sPG. Cost function inthis method is constituted like
this: {

α∗i ,
S
GC
∗, sP

∗
G

}
=arg min J

subject to S
GC

T S
GC = I3, det(

S
GC) = 1

αi = ‖SGC Gri + SPG ‖
(8)

J, as the sum of the squared measurement errors, is called the cost function. There
are other equations which contain many details and are out of the scope of this thesis
which constraints equations can be mentioned as an example. Overall, this method
needed 15MS to calculate all the local minimas of the least square cost function
with the help of Macaulay resultants method. One of fastest method for solving
PnP is EPNP which requires only 5MS to calculate the camera pose estimation.
But DLS, on the other hand is more accurate even with the noise consideration.
Figure 22 demonstrates some of these comparisons with other methods [50]:
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Figure 22: A comparison between EPNP and DLS shown as the average error norm, last figure to
the right is just for SDP(semidefinite programme), DLS, and DLS+LM(Linear Matrix Inequality)
although LM and SDP were not explained, but it was good to have some comparisons of the other
existing algorithms with DLS

Although EPNP is faster than DLS, but in some cases it seems problematic in front of
planar surfaces since the pose estimation suffers from the mirror effect.

• Kalman filter In computer vision, specially tracking methods, it is common to obtain
bad results during the movement of your sensor or the being tracked object. Bad
results during tracking is the cause of the noises from sensor such as fast motion blur.
If the sensor faces a fast movement toward any direction, object can be lost during
tracking since in blur noise the vision of the sensor is impaired. Although there are
different filters to remove the blur, but sensor can face other noises which are mostly
happened unpredictably and once in a while. Therefore, applying many different filters
to the algorithm beforehand is computational wise costly and not wise. The ultimate
solution is to predict the movement of the object in the next state in order to have a
good estimation of the output position in the case of any noises encountering. Kalman
filter is one the most powerful filters that can predict future state of your model in
each progressing step of it. Based on OpenCV Kalman implementation and Linear
Kalman Filter for position and orientation tracking model from Munich university 20,
we will have a 18 states vector state, which as position, it will have the coordinates
(x, y, z) with their first and second derivatives, which are velocity and acceleration for
translation prediction, and rotation based on Euler angles (roll, pitch, jaw) combined
with their first and second derivatives or i.e. angular velocity and acceleration:

X = (x, y, z, ẋ, ẏ, ż, ẍ, ÿ, z̈, ψ, φ, ϕ, ψ̇, φ̇, ϕ̇, ψ̈, φ̈, ϕ̈)T (9)

Then, it is needed to define number of measurements which is the same as degrees of
freedom. Our case needs 6 degrees of freedom which are derived from R and t matrices.
R as rotation, gives us role, yaw and pitch(ψ, φ, ϕ), and t as translation, will generate the
x,y and z coordinates. The last input is the differential time between the estimations per
loop, which is the camera’s frame rate and it is equals to 1/T . Kalman filter works with
the noise matrices, in such way that it always considers the next and current state with
the presence of the varied and random noises. Once the next state result is obtained,
it can be updated according to the weight average. That is the reason of why it is
recursive. Hence, the new data can be always assessed with the old data so the error
can be less and less after each step. Thus, it is needed to define different matrices for
noise calculations. Measurement noise usually depicted as R, demonstrates how much
of measurement model information is used. If R is high, Kalman will not trust the
output and considers it as inaccurate. Otherwise, it would follow its information. The
process noise covariance which is often shown as Q, helps with the determination of the
total uncertainty. If this value goes up, then Kalman starts to track large changes in

20http://campar.in.tum.de/Chair/KalmanFilterLiterature
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data more in details than smaller amounts of it. The next step would be determining
dynamic model which is also called as transition model. Transition model is used to
sample the system’s next state. Kalman transition matrix for the system is depicted in
the matrix below:

1 0 0 dt 0 0 dt2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 dt 0 0 dt2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 dt 0 0 dt2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 dt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 dt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 dt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 dt 0 0 dt2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 dt 0 0 dt2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 dt 0 0 dt2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 dt 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 dt 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 dt
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


(10)

Since the algorithm is going to be tested with 18 attributes as it was said before(X,Y, Z, ψ, φ, ϕ)
and their first and second derivatives), so the dynamic model is shaped as the matrix
above. Last step of this method is to define measurement matrix. The measurement
matrix model in this tutorial is filled in two steps. First, the predefined model which
is a 18*6 matrix. Each row will be filled with our known variables which they might
get inaccurate results during the tracking. These variables are X,Y,Z and roll, pitch,
yaw. Thus, each row of the measurement matrix is filled only with one 1 which are the
beginning estimations of our known variables. The mentioned matrix is shown in the
equation below:

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 (11)

Second, after each RANSAC iteration if the inliers exceed the threshold number, the
measurement matrix is filled with with new numbers and Kalman will be updated.
Then a function called fillMeasurements(), will reshape the rotation Matrix to Eulers
angles and will also fill the translation and rotation matrices with the reshaped numbers.
After that, function updateKalmanFilter() is called to update the Kalman and fill the
rotation and translation matrices with the estimated measurements which come from
Euler angles to rotation Matrix conversion. Next step is to estimate the whole rotation-
translation matrix. Function

”pnp detection est.set P matrix(rotation estimated, translation estimated)”

will set this matrix with estimated projected points rotation and translation. The last
step of this method is to use the draw function to draw 3D lines to depict the pose of
the object and estimation of it and also to demonstrate the 3D axes coordinates.
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3.1.7 ROS package, method 2

For the second method, the most recent approach of 2D-3D pose estimation is tested.
A work of Karl Pauwels, Danica Kragic done recently in 2015 with the main paper
publication under the name ” SimTrack: A Simulationbased Framework for Scalable
Realtime Object Pose Detection and Tracking” [2] was chosen for the starting guide.
This paper and Karl Pauwels official website 21, and their other publications were the
main focus of the investigation to figure out different parts of their system for testing and
evaluating this method. They published the result of their work as a ROS package which
could be integrated with IAI-Kinect2 and other cameras. Simtrack is simulation-based
framework which is designed to work in ROS environment for real-time pose estimation
and tracking of multiple textured objects. In PnP problem method, the model needs
an initial estimation of the pose of the target object for further tracking of it in case
of camera or the object movement which might cause the tracking algorithm to lose
the object. Hence, an ORB key-point extractor and descriptor was added to resolve
the initial pose estimation problem. Recent approaches, made it able to only track the
object using descriptors and sparse key-points by taking advantage of wild-based line
matching [65, 66]. There exist a unique approach which is based on a technique called
level-set method that relies on the distinctive difference between the foreground and the
background of the target object [33]. Level-set method approaches take advantage of
sparse key-points usually taken from SIFT descriptor and optical flow, but resulting in
a high computational cost [67]. Simtrack, as a novel approach for achieving 6 degree of
freedom on-line pose-estimation and tracking, combined all the methods discussed which
are sparse key-points features, dense motion and dense depth information(Achieved from
Kinect depth data). The basic model of Simtrack approach is demonstrated in the Figure
23:

Figure 23: Illustration of the model and visual cues in Simtrack. The model will always give
feedback to cue component to facilitate the extraction of the cues

This method is based on both 2D and 3D appearance of the model due to the need
of color and texture. For each pose distance to the camera, RGB colors and surface
normal will be attained by OpenGL library. SIFT will be used to collect the feature
points of the model in training stage of the algorithm by rotating the model 30 degrees in
different angles. Thereafter, key features will be mapped to the 3D model. This version
of SIFT is accelerated by GPU using CUDA libraries. Coarse-to-fine GPU-accelerated
phase-based algorithms are taken in hand so dense motion and stereo features could
be achieved. Paper[30] made a considerable comparison between two implementations
between FPGA and GPU implementation of optical flow(For dense motion). Figures
24 and 25 can justify why GPU was chosen over FPGA. Optical flow is a good choice
for dense motions, but also suffers from low range support of disparity and hard time
detecting fine structures. The solution offered for these problems is to feed the stereo
algorithm with the pose estimation grabbed from the previous frame. Optical flow
benefits from hammering the temporal phase gradient in the variety of orientations.
It also takes advantage of a coarse adaptive color Image Segmentation algorithm to
increase the dynamic range. Unlike many solutions such as [30], Simtrack only uses two
frames for the constant check of bad estimations. Times, t and t+1 pose estimations are
measured in a forward/backward consistency, without a usage of any prior, to eliminate

21http://www.karlpauwels.com/simtrack/
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Figure 24: Speed comparison of two implementations of optical flow using FPGA and GPU
[30]

Figure 25: Disparity map comparison of two implementations of optical flow using FPGA and
GPU. The picture far to the left is the main picture. As it is depicted, GPU implementation of
optical flow seems to have a more dense disparity map

[30]

bad poses. Prior will not be used since in optical flow displacement is less than stereo
approaches. A second method is also adopted for motion feedback from the model.
This method is called AR(Augmented reality flow). This is how an image is rendered
and overlaid in the frame on the exact time t, producing augmented image called It.
Hence, the motions are considered from It, to the next real image calculated on time
t+1 resulting the augmented image It+1. A tracking just based on optical flow might
result in inaccuracy of pose estimations. Therefore, AR here compensates for this flow
by recalculating the drifts generated by optical flow and leading the tracker to recover
from bad results. Figure 26 shows different flows that each algorithm produces in
SimTrack method. The famous algorithm ICP(Iterative closest point) [68], mostly used
for reconstructing 3D structures using LIDAR sensors or other RGBD cameras such as
Kinect. Kinect fusion is one of the good examples that uses ICP to produce meshes
from RGB lenses of the camera. The poly model which is produced is not as detailed
in texture in comparison with sculpturing software, but still good enough to represent
the model. This low-poly feature of ICP which makes it efficiently fast has made it
a great tool for pose estimation techniques such as Simtrack to feed the dense cut in
order to minimize the pose errors. The basic idea behind Simtrack model is to render
a rigid rotation and translation of each object using dense cues for transforming the
model from time t to time t+1 without any pose error. So, assuming each model has
point M = [mx,my,mz]

T , M ′ will be calculated as equation below in time t+ 1:

M ′ = Rm+ t (12)

With R as the rotation matrix and M = [tx, ty, tz]
T as the translation matrix in time t.

For rotation matrix, unlike all the other approaches to reconstruct the scene, Simtrack
can use inaccurate camera calibrations to match the depth dense points of the Kinect
to the scene. It uses initial parameters for Kinect V2 in this order: Focal length equal
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Figure 26: Left picture and the image under it, belongs to optical flow demonstrating the flow
gradients, subsequently right image and its below image, they belong to AR showing its gradient
flow values being overexposed in color image

[52]

to 525 pixels, a baseline equal to 8 cm, and the assumption of that the nodal point is
located in the image center. An approximation of angle can help the equation (14) be
simplified as:

m ≈ (1 + [ω]×)m+ t (13)

ω = [ωx, ωy, ωz]
T is the angle and axis of the rotation and [ω]× represents the cross

product matrix of symmetric skew. The point cloud of Kinect at time t+ 1 is updated
by d′, the disparity map as follow:

s′ = [s′x, s
′
y, s
′
z]
T = [xs′z/f, ys

′
z/f, fb/d]T (14)

ICP and depth values obtained by projective data association to match the Kinect depth
data to the correspondence point on its 3D model as it was said before [69]. Creating
a complete model of a physical object in a scene from intensity images such as RGB
is very difficult and time-consuming. Hence, usage of range images instead of intensity
ones makes the recreation of the model faster and easier to understand in terms of
rotation and translation of it in multiple views. This is called point to plain approach
[70]. Time of flight cameras such as Kinect uses this technique for creating dense point
clouds. Figure 27, depicts the difference between range image and intensity image.
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Figure 27: Left and middle pictures are range images of Mozart bust from different angle and right
picture is gray scale intensity image of Mozart bust [70]

Using this information of the model and equation (14) with a point to plane linearized
method, it is possible to generate the error function as follow:

eD(t, ω) =
∑
i

([(1 + [ω]×)mi + t− s′i].ni)2 (15)

Sample i, has a normal depicted as ni attained from rendering the scene with OpenGL.
Until now every equation was for rigid ques. Now it is needed to maintain the motion
ques also. Differential equations of motion are mathematical and physical equations
for explaining a physical behavior according to motion and time. A 3D movement of a
point has a close relationship with its rotation and translation velocity [71]. Hence, if m
is being assumed as this 3D point, its motion projected point in time can be assumed
as ṁ and can be calculated like:

ṁ = [ω]×m+ t (16)

Thus, the vector motion shapes like this Ẋ = [ẋ, ẏ]T , which in this vector, we have
below equations defining ẋ and ẏ:

ẋ =
(ftx − xtz)

mz
− xy

f
ωx + (f +

x2

f
)ωy − yωz (17)

ẏ =
(fty − ytz)

mz
+
xy

f
ωx − (f +

y2

f
)ωx + xωz (18)

Where both equations above are linear to ω and t and we know the value of mz according
to the distance from the sensor. For the optimum optimization of this method, acquiring
Kinect depth sz, can be done by rendering the 3D model at its current pose estimation.
Therefore, the algorithm would be much faster just by not having the depth map build
every frame. This also will help the system to have the motion cue information in the
absence of Kinect distance especially when the object get really close to the camera
(Kinect V2 IR cannot measure distances closer than 70cm to its emitter). Thereby, an
error is generated for motion which is formulated as:

eM (t, ω) =
∑
i

‖ẋi − ai‖2 (19)
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It is here that AR flow compensates for optical flows flaws with a = [ax, ay]T which
represents the observed AR flow during time T. AR flow has its own outliers and it is
possible to filter some of them using an M-estimation approached. Least-squares esti-
mators are M-estimators which were explained in OpenCV method regarding regression
functions and minimas. In SimTrack method, for solving a PnP problem, least squares
are being used by iterative re-weighting least squares minimas taking advantage of re-
gression functions. In M-estimators, chiefly Newton-Raphson convergence function is
used. For better read and more information refer to [72]. Last explanation for this
method would be how to reinitialize the pose estimation in case of heavy occlusion. The
solution that can be offered is a RANSAC-PnP solver. The only difference here is that
instead of using ORB for matching phase, SIFT has been used. One reason can be
that SIFT is only used for a pre-training phase of the algorithm. But in OpenCV-PnP
method, due to the lack of AR or OF(Optical flow), a rotation-scale invariant detector
and matching technique was needed, therefore, ORB was used which is basically the
rotation invariant version of SIFT.
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4 Testing and results

This section is dedicated to experimental testing and the evaluation of their results.
Section 4.1 describes the system setup for testing the two algorithms described in design
section and section 4.2 includes the testing results and their explanations.

4.1 Implementations and system setup

Testing two different methods in 3D pose estimation was not an easy task since they
needed different platforms with different environment setup. RANSAC-PnP had to be
tested in the Microsoft Windows platform with Kinect’s Microsoft SDK as the grabber,
and SimTrack had to be implemented and tested in Linux and ROS operating system
with IAI-Kinect2 grabber. For the RANSAC-PnP method official OpenCV tutorial from
their website is followed for the code implementation 22 and for the SimTrack method,
Karl Pauwels’ official website is considered for main implementation guide. 23

4.1.1 RANSAC-PnP-OpenCV-Windows platform

Before testing RANSAC-PnP of OpenCV, many different settings must be tuned or set.
First of all, the environment setup shall be explained. Our hardware is Intel i7 quad
core, equipped with 8GBs of RAM and two graphic cards. The graphic cards are not
that important in this method since we are not using any GPU power or acceleration.
Vision sensor is Kinect version II from Microsoft and the test program has been writ-
ten in Visual Studio X64 with C++ syntax and OpenCV library for vision systems.
Kinect’s frame grabber is using Kinect20.lib(From Microsoft) to open the sensor and
it is integrated with OpenCV’s vision algorithms to test the method. This method of
OpenCV, has three main parts:

(a) Object images For the 2D image, the algorithm is provided with pictures taken from
Kinect grabber using Mircosoft Kinect SDK version 2, color basics program. It is
very important that pictures be taken from Kinect itself and not other cameras,
even if they have better qualities. This is due to the difference of pixel qualities
which are going to be used in the matching phase of the key-points. Since the frames
are being updated by the Kinect, the pictures for the registrations also should be
taken from Kinect sensor, otherwise, in the live test no points will be detected from
the target object. Testing objects are two boxes with different textures and one
simple 3d model. Figure 28 shows the testing objects.

Figure 28: Two boxes that were used for testing this method

22http://docs.opencv.org/3.1.0/dc/d2c/tutorialrealtimepose.htmlgsc.tab = 0
23http://www.karlpauwels.com/simtrack/
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• Model registry
OpenCV includes a program that can register the object models in a YAML file database.
The registration of the object is done via saving the object’s extracted key points(Done
by ORB detector) into the YAML file. Also, with this program, it is possible to esti-
mate the first pose estimation via the image that was registered as the reference image.
For the initial pose estimation as it was explained in the method, additionally, a 3D
model of the testing object both for pose estimation and matching phases was included.
Testing non-planar objects had some difficulties, hence, they were not included in the
testing stage. for example, the algorithm was not designed for registering non-planar
objects since the ORB detector is used to register the object only from a single view
of a 2D image. Thus, the rotation of the object was abandoned. If it was meant to be
done manually, many images of the object had to be registered in different rotations to
cover the whole rotation of it. This was not necessary to be done due to the complexity
and the time limitation. Therefore, it was decided to test it only for planar objects like
the two presented boxes with different sizes. Figure 29 shows the object mesh that was
used for 2D-3D key-points matching. The function that is used for object registration is

Figure 29: 3D poly of a box shown in MeshLab

called MainlRegistration. Since the algorithm was integrated with Kinect RGB frames,
it was necessary to change some parameters of camera intrinsic. The items that had to
be found were focal length, sensor size, frame width and height and the field of view
in pixels both horizontal and vertical. The field of view was already known since the
camera was pre-calibrated, but for the focal length in millimeters and some other infor-
mation about the sensor, reference which is depicted in the paper was used [73]. The
parameters of the camera are written in the program like Figure 30:
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Figure 30: Kinect parameters for object registration. The paths of the images and 3D models and
YAML files are also defined in here

When the function is started, eight vector coordinates shall be defined on the image
via the mouse click in order to depict the 3D points that the 3D poly needs to project
its points to. Here, in the Figure 31, a representation of 3D poly projection on the 2D
image with key-point extraction is depicted.

Figure 31: Left: Key-points extracted by ORB and first pose has been estimated through the 3D
poly projection on the 2D image shown as the blue lines. Green points are the good points or i.e,
inliers, and red points are bad detected points which are called outliers. Right: Red vectors shown
on the each corner of the box, are assigned by mouse click. The algorithm itself asks you about
the eight X,Y and Z corner points to align the 3D model on these points

After registering the object, Ransac, RobustMatcher and Kalman functions’ parameters shall
be set. The numbers are gained by manually tuning them according to the object model.
Figure 32 shows the setting for these three functions:
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Figure 32: Ransac, RobustMatcher and Kalman functions’ parameters have been set for the start
of the algorithm

In Figure 32, there are two parameters that were not explained in the method. First one is
Kalman’s threshold. This parameter will assess the minimum numbers of the inliers with the
threshold that are set. Less than the threshold number, Kalman filter would not update the
pose estimation. I.e., it would not correct the errors. More than the threshold of Kalman
filter, it will estimate the error of the pose and will update it with the new prediction. Only
by experimental tests it was possible to figure out a good threshold number. When the
threshold was set less than 30, Kalman would update the pose so often that the results were
only shaky pose draws. In other words excessive updates of Kalman would make the pose
estimation messier and not stable. The second parameter named pnpMethod, is the type of
algorithm that is possible to choose for solving PnP problem. PnP methods are sorted in
the OpenCV function as (0) ITERATIVE - (1) EPNP - (2) P3P - (3) DLS which by setting
the value to 3, the algorithm uses the DLS method. Figures 33 demonstrates some frames
taken in a dim normal light while the object is still and the camera is moving in a cluttered
scene. The method for this test has been chosen (0) ITERATIVE.
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Figure 33: PnP-RANSAC working with iterative method

Next, the second object with the same setting was tested, but with (1) EPNP method. The
graphical results are shown in the Figure 34.
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Figure 34: PnP-RANSAC working with EPNP

In both Figures 34 and 33, there are some mismatches of the estimated pose which they are
due to the fast emotions of the camera or the mismatches of the real shape of the testing
object with the 3D model.

4.1.2 Simtrack method on Ubuntu X64

Using SimTrack needed a hardware upgrade which it could support CUDA-GPU acceleration
units. Hence, in the newly provided system Ubuntu 64X was used as the main operating sys-
tem. ROS, OpenCL, CUDA, and VAAPI were also installed and integrated with SimTracck
package. In the end, the new system was tested running Libfreenect2 on it with the results
depicted in the Figure 35. According to the results, the best combination for getting the
fastest result is CUDA-VAAPI combination.
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Figure 35: Libfreenect2 on Lenovo Y510P laptop

Simtrack uses Kinect bridge for receiving the sensor frames. Extracting numerical results
from Simtrack was not possible at the current time for us except the color and depth FPS
rate. Hence, having the same charts as the PnP method provided was not possible. Results
are shown in a ROS framework named rqt GUI. In ROS framework, it is possible to use
many different other frameworks to show topic results such as Kinect bridge or Simtrack or
any other packages. But the important thing for Simtrack is that it needs different ROS
frameworks at the same time to show the results of pose estimation. These frameworks are
rqt GUI, Image viewer and Rviz. RQT graph in ROS is used to show the main configu-
ration of Simtrack. Then, using the capability of rqt GUI, an image viewer is added to
show the gray scaled frame(Grey-scale is less computationally heavy than the color frame),
or segmented scene, or the optical or the AR flow. Additionally, Rviz was included in the
same GUI. The usage of Rviz was that it was possible to use its TF(Transformation tree)
24 publisher to depict the pose estimation of the object with axes. In the first step, setting
some YAML file for configuration was done. Often in ROS packages YAML files are used
to change the settings of the algorithm. This is because YAML simplicity in comparison
of building the whole program in Linux again. For ROS packages, even if an integrated
development environment (IDE) such as CodeBlocks is used to debug the program, still it
is needed to remake the program with Cmake(In Ubuntu’s terminal), to apply the changes
to the program. But with YAML files, it is possible to change any settings without re-
building the whole program from scratch. Opening the camera kinect2.launch YAML file
from launch folder of the package, < argname = ”depth device”value = ”1”/ > had to be
changed to < argname = ”depth device”value = ”0”/ > because of the usage of Kinect
V2. This setting changes the enumeration number of which devices(sensors) have to be used
for depth measurements. Also, there were many different parameters to set or change in
Parameters.YAML of Simetrack node:

24http://wiki.ros.org/tf
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Figure 36: Simetrack node folder has YAML parameters to set or change the tracker and detector
settings

In the Figure 36, for using the software with only one GPU, tracker and detector device
IDs has to be set to zero just because the testing system had only one GPU and Simtrack
is designed to work efficiently with two GPUs. The manual of the program claims that 2.6
GB of free GPU memory(2.2GB for detection in full HD 1920*1080 and 400MB for tracking
half HD) is needed. For the object test, a simple ROS Hydro poster glued on a piece of box
was used to test all the rotations and translations whilst its pose was being estimated. The
object is depicted in the Figure 37:

Figure 37: Simple object was made to test pose estimation of Simtrack
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The pre-training of the object with SIFT, is simply done via typing this command in Ubuntu’s
terminal:

rosrun interface cmd line generate sift model ‘pwd‘/src.../ros hydro.obj

Here, ”src...”, is the path to the trained model. Now, just by running this command on the
terminal, Simtrack will start:

roslaunch simtrack nodes main kinect2.launch

As it is written in the command, Kinect2.launch will be executed to run the Kinect bridge
simultaneously.

4.2 Results and evaluations

This section is for depicting numerical results which they were mostly generated from RANSAC-
PnP methods. Fetching these data was done by adding some functions to the main code to be
possible to see the numerical results after some iterations. RANSAC-PnP section contains
two numerical charts for both Iterative and EPnP method and the results are evaluated
as well. SimTrack method, on the other hand, is mostly graphical results with only one
numerical chart which is evaluated in its own part.

4.2.1 RANSAC-PnP

In this part, some mathematical results such as frame per seconds, detection ratio, a number
of inliers and calculation time are demonstrated as graphical charts. Figure 38 depicts four
different numerical results which the important matter is the considerable reduction of a
number of the inliers after 500 iterations from 80 in iteration number 100 to approximately
40 in iteration number 500. This reduction in a number of inliers implies that the RANSAC
method would not possibly be able to demolish outliers in high numbers of iterations. Another
important result is the Kinect FPS rate which is fixed after 261 iterations on 18 HZ.

Figure 38: PnP-RANSAC working with iterative method depicting its numerical results
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Same charts with the same assertion items are demonstrated for the RANSAC-EPnP method
in Figure 39. Noticeable drop in loop number 153 and a spike in loop number 77 of FPS
chart is caused by the mirror effect that EPnP generates during looping in planar surfaces.
On iteration 381 Kinect FPS rate stabilizes on 19 HZ. In calculation time per the second
chart, there are a number of results which shows the instability of EPnP handling the mirror
error. The number of inliers increases with each loop and in iteration number 500 it reaches
almost 90. Detection ratio drops to zero between the iteration numbers of 235 and 253 which
is again due to the mirror effect.

Figure 39: PnP-RANSAC working with EPnP method depicting its numerical results

4.2.2 SimTrack

As it was mentioned before, getting numerical charts for the SimTrack method was not
possible due to the design of the ROS packet and lack of time for finding a way to find better
results to solve this problem. The only numerical results that were possible to publish was
the bridge FPS publishing rate which was generating from Kinect bridge that it was possible
to get to validate this method as it is depicted at the end of this part. Additionally, more
graphical results were added for SimTrack method to prove the point of why this method
was chosen for testing. Figure 40 demonstrates the initial detection results of the SimTrack
on the testing object which is a normal grey-scale pictures are the demonstration of detected
object with a greenish rectangle around it, black and white pictures are the detected object
segmented from its background and left noisy colorful picture is Optical flow appearance and
right noisy colorful picture is AR flow of the detected object.
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Figure 40: AR and OP flows with initial SIFT detection and background segmentation

Simtrack’s perfect integration with Rviz’s TF viewer could demonstrate the actual object’s
world position with X,Y and Z coordinates. Use magnifying glass tools to observe the detail
of the Figure 41 to see that the coordinate axises in Rviz move accordingly to the actual
position of the object.
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Figure 41: Simtrack integrated with Rviz

The Figure 42 shows that Simtrack in QHD(960*540) mode could maintain the Kinect FPS
near 25HZ. The HD mode could be additionally tested only once since the GPU memory
would not suffice for the actual results printing.

Figure 42: Kinect V2 FPS rate while running Simtrack
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5 Future works

There are different aspects of this thesis that can be a future work for other researchers. One
of main can be extending test cases of both OpenCV and SimTrack methods to investigate
the real flaws of them in cases like occlusion and motion blur of the object. Also, it would
be interesting to use both two methods in an actual grasping task to investigate the commu-
nication delays and jitters between the vision system and grasping process. For this, there
should be a good research about the possibility of integrating different parts of the robot in
different ROS frameworks such as Rviz and Gazibo(Real-time robot graphical simulation).
Another work can be an investigation of the possibility of integrating these two methods in
an embedded vision board such as Odroid XU4. This was part of our investigation goals
which we could not achieved. Our work so far can only deliver normal results on SimTrack
method. Hence, searching and evaluating another hardware to use the full capability of this
method would be interesting. First method was not optimized with parallel computing tech-
niques to higher its performance. This method can be optimized with different accelerating
techniques using CUDA or OpenCL frameworks. It is also possible to do some tests with
complex shapes and less textures in SimTrack method. Complex shapes also can be tested in
the OpenCV method by updating its model registration function. Kinect V2 bridge, is still
capable of improving in both jitter and packet processing time with the investigating more
new packet processing techniques like VAAPI driver.
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6 Conclusion

This master thesis had the goal to investigate the solutions for maintaining Kinect V2 FPS
rate around 30 HZ while testing two state of the art 3D pose estimation techniques. This
investigation was set to upgrade the current vision system prototype of ’Butler’ robot consid-
ering embedded system modules. These modules were defined as jitter and delay reduction
and hardware and software acceleration in frame packets delivering, using newer techniques
such as GPU acceleration and parallel programming. Through a deep literature review and
testing, some goals which they were set at the beginning of this work were achieved and
some were failed to reach to any successful results. Hardware optimization helped a lot
in testing ROS SimTrack package method and also had a major effect on optimizing the
Kinect bridge with CUDA-GPU acceleration. The jitter and the delay that was caused by
the Kinect bridge were totally emitted by testing the first method(OpenCV) since it was
not used at all. Only 20ms delay was experienced because of the Kinect internal hardware
design. Overall Kinect frame per second(FPS) rate that was achieved by the first method
was around 18HZ which significantly increased compared to the Butler’s first prototype of
5HZ. This method had some flaws in pose estimation accuracy and some mirror effects were
observed during EPnP test which was depicted in its image sequence results. EPnP was only
1HZ faster than DLS method but also less accurate in pose estimation. Kalman filter in the
first method needs really careful tunings to not experience a weak performance. The second
method used the optimized Kinect bridge accelerated with CUDA and VAAPI techniques
reached an overall 25 to 30 hertz pose estimation. This method was robust to both rotations
and translations of the object but also needed a lot of GPU power for high definition mode
of the Kinect. CUDA support was a pre-requisite option to run the second method since as
it was explained in its method, tracking and detection parts were both optimized in CUDA
frameworks. Also, Kinect bridge could be optimized with CUDA. Thus, the hardware was
changed to a new one which could support both OpenCL and CUDA acceleration. It was
possible to use both VAAPI which is only designed for Intel and CUDA on our Nvidia GT
750M single GPU with 2GB of RAM. The closest system to our system, according to Figure
11 and Figure 35 (the new system), is Intel i7-4800MQ, Nvidia Quadro K2100M which has
a thousand more clock frequency speed on its CPU and a slower Nvidia graphic card with
slower CUDA cores frequency. But what gives this system 245 HZ of color processing which
is much better than our 91.07 HZ, is the differences of CPU clock frequencies. The overall
conclusion of the Figures 11 and 35 is that our fastest color processing API, which is VAAPI,
is very dependent on CPU speed in contradiction to our fastest depth processing API,CUDA,
which is less dependent on CPU and is more relying on GPU speed.
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